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Abstract 
 
Rail transport is a very popular form of transport in Bangladesh. Its signaling system ensures smooth and 
efficient movement and its reliability directly influences the capacity and safety of the rail network. In 
Bangladesh, the signaling system is governed by different types of interlocking most of which are not totally 
digitalized. As a result, accidents due to human error is a very common phenomenon. This can be reduced by 
modernizing the signaling system. European Train Control System is preferred because it is one of the most 
secure train control systems. In this paper, the main features, advantages, challenges and comparison of ETCS 
with conventional signaling system is described. Many densely populated countries such as China, Taiwan, 
South Korea and recently India have adopted ETCS to meet their demands. Therefore, it can be a breakthrough 
in the signaling system of Bangladesh Railway. 
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1 Introduction 
 
The railway system of Bangladesh is a major mode of transportation in the country. Railway signaling is one of 
the most important parts that make up the railway system to ensure safety and efficient movement of trains. To 
increase the capacity and speed and to enable inter-operability, many developing countries are introducing 
European Train Control System (ETCS). Although it is designed for European railways, it is now an option for 
worldwide application. ETCS is not a signaling system itself but provides a layer over existing signaling. It 
offers 5 levels (RSSB, 2010) of application such as Level 0, Level 1, Level 2, Level 3 and Level STM. It has also 
16 (Ramana.P.V., 2017) operating modes. The objective of this paper is to specify how ETCS system realizes a 
tangible performance increase in terms of safety, punctuality, capacity and speed in the present signaling system. 
.  
 
2 The Bangladesh Railway 
 
BANGLADESH RAILWAY (INFORMATION BOOK, 2015) covering a length of 2877.10 route kilometers 
managed by 27,620 regular staff, is Government-owned and Government managed transportation agency of the 
country. In 1972, it was renamed as Bangladesh Railway from East Pakistan. At the end of 2015-16, Bangladesh 
Railway (INFORMATION BOOK, 2015) had a total of 458 number of stations. Out of all the stations, major 
portion is occupied by mechanical interlocking system followed by non-interlocking color light system, relay 
interlocking, non-interlocking mechanical and computer based interlocking system respectively. Key features of 
BR are the co-existence of several gauges, Broad gauge (1676mm), Meter gauge (1000mm), and the separation 
of the system by the Jamuna River (Brahmaputra) into a Western and Eastern Zone of operations with only one 
bridge, the 2003 Jamuna Bridge, connecting the two zones. The annual passengers carried is 42,00,00 lac 
(Wikipedia, 2018). Unguarded level crossing, collisions, derailment, frequent mechanical and human failures and 
outdated signaling system were the main reasons behind a total of 3426 rail accidents (INFORMATION BOOK, 
2015) between 1998 to 2015. To meet the ever increasing demand and to ensure safety, ETCS system can be 
implemented. 
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3 European Train Control System (ETCS) 
 
3.1 ETCS Architecture 
ETCS is categorized into three main subsystems (Kalvakunta.R.G., 2017) of Onboard subsystem, Trackside 
subsystem and Lineside subsystem. Each subsystem includes a number of components discussed in the following 
sections and shown in Figure 1. 

                                   
Figure 1. ETCS Architecture. 

 
3.1.1 Onboard Subsystem 
The function of the Onboard subsystem present on the dashboard of the train is to communicate with the 
trackside subsystem. 

 European Vital Computer (EVC): It is the core element of the Onboard Equipment (OBE) that provides 
on board functionality such as braking curve calculation and speed supervision. 

 Odometer: This system provides the train with both speed and distance travelled information. 
 Train Interface Unit (TIU): It interconnects the ETCS onboard subsystem with some other devices in 

the train. 
 Driver Machine Interface (DMI): The driver interacts with the OBE through DMI. It displays 

information such as speed, permitted speed and permitted distance.  
 Balise Transmission Module (BTM): It receives information from the balise and reads the data through 

Eurobalise protocol. 

3.1.2 Trackside Subsystem 
The trackside subsystem monitors the train movements and transmits the data to the main train control center. 

 Radio Block Centre (RBC): The Radio Block Centre collects data from the OBE and LSE and generates 
messages. It then sends the messages to be sent back to the trains. 

 GSM-R: GSM-R provides bi-directional connectivity between the OBE and LSE systems for data and 
voice transmission. It is essential for ETCS Level 2 and Level 3. 

3.1.3 Lineside Subsystem 
Lineside equipments communicate with RBC and the OBE to provide the status of the train in every block 
section. 

 Balise: The balise is a wireless communication device fitted to the track that acts as a communication 
system between the onboard and trackside subsystems. The balise receives information from the 
Linseide Electronic Unit (LEU) and forwards it to the OBE. Balise message can be fixed or dynamically 
changed. 

 EuroRadio: Interconnects OBE and LSE via GSM-R network. 
 EuroLoop: Conventionally the onboard subsystem receives information only after the train reaches the 

next balise group that causes delay. To eliminate this delay, EuroLoops are provided as an additional 
source of data communication with the next balise. 

 Lineside Electronic Unit (LEU): It consists of electronic devices that send information to the balise in 
the form of telegrams. 
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3.2 Advantages and Challenges  
 
3.2.1 Advantages: 

 Interoperability of both passenger and freight. 
 Safety standards in both national and international traffic. 
 The train operations become more punctual and flexible. 
 Reduced maintenance cost. 
 Chance to develop new technologies in areas of rail traffic. 
 Faster journeys as speed restrictions imposed by conventional signaling can be removed. 
 Cost effective bi-directional signaling resulting in improved availability of the railway network. 
 Easy maintenance of system compared to conventional signaling principles. 

3.2.2 Challenges: 
 It is quite difficult to fit each type of train with a pure ETCS Level 2 signaling system as a large number 

of different trains operate on the main line railways. 
 Since most of the rolling stock was not designed to accommodate ETCS onboard equipment, it is often 

necessary to undertake significant modifications to each train. 
 ETCS being a data driven system ensures data and message consistency but cannot check the validity of 

data. 

 
3.3 Working Methodology Based on ETCS Levels 
 
3.3.1 ETCS Level 0 
ETCS level 0 requires an onboard subsystem but does not require trackside subsystem. It monitors the maximum 
train speed and the maximum permitted speed in the unfitted areas. 
 
3.3.2 ETCS Level 1 
ETCS level 1 can be superimposed on the existing signaling system. A lineside Electronic Unit (EU) translates 
the signal aspect in a movement authority data and transfers it to the switchable balise. The switchable balise 
forwards data to the train as a train radio (Balise) antenna drives over it. The onboard unit informs the driver of 
line signals and route length, thus maximum allowable speed. As the balise gives movement authority extension, 
the train is granted travelling distance. If not, a braking point and a braking calculation is computed ensuring a 
stopping point. The components of ETCS Level 1 are shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. ETCS Level 1. 

 
3.3.3 ETCS Level 2 
In ETCS Level 2, GSM-R network is used for data communication. In this case, the balises are only used to 
provide fixed messages and as electronic position markers. It does not require lineside signals but still needs train 
detection equipments on the track. It has an onboard radio system allowing the Onboard Equipment to 
communicate with the Control Center. The train detection equipment sends the train’s position to the Control 
Center. It then receives the position of all trains on the line and determines the new train movement authority and 
passes it to the train via GSM-R connection. The onboard computer then calculates the speed profile for the 
movement authority and the next braking point. The train passes over the balise receiving a new position 
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indicator. To ensure safe travel, the onboard computer continuously determines the train’s position and checks if 
the current speed is correct for the distance travelled. The components of ETCS Level 2 are shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. ETCS Level 2. 

 
3.3.4 ETCS Level 3 
Similar to ETCS Level 2, ETCS Level 3 uses GSM-R connection system allowing the OBE to communicate with 
the RBC but does not require train detection equipment. The train passes over the balise receiving new position 
indicator. The train radios its position to the RBC. It then determines the new movement authority and radios it 
to the train. The OBE calculates speed profile and the next braking point. The possibility of frequent updates of 
movement authority through radio transmission enables the trains to run closer together and the line capacity is 
increased significantly. The components of ETCS Level 3 are shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. ETCS Level 3. 

 
3.3.5 ETCS Level STM 
This special type of ETCS Level allows the ETCS to communicate with the National Protection System 
providing the functionality of a train protection system. Operating in ETCS STM mode, the DMI provides the 
driver interface for the national protection system and the ETCS TIU provides the train interfaces for the national 
system. This system thus allows switching between ETCS and the National Protection System through software 
control. 
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4 Comparison Between Conventional Signaling System and ETCS 
 

 The main difference between the conventional signaling system and the ETCS signaling system is that 
the updating of train position is covered through a network instead of ground cables. 

 The second significant difference is that the determination of the train position and its completeness is 
done on board the train in a safe manner. 

 Communication of authority is made directly through the lineside signals in conventional signaling 
system whereas in ETCS, it is made directly into the locomotive. 

 In the conventional signaling system, compliance with authority is the driver’s responsibility whereas in 
ETCS system, the Onboard train protection ensures compliance with the authority. 

 
 

5 Consequences of Implementing ETCS 
 
Implementing ETCS in Bangladesh will increase security for train drivers by ensuring continuous monitoring 
during train operation. ETCS Level 3 will facilitate continuous radio communication between the leading and 
following trains, allowing them to move safely and closer to one another, thus increasing the line capacity. 

 
6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Bangladesh being a densely populated country, the need for public transport is ever on the rise. In this case, 
railway plays a significant role. It is suggested that, in order to increase capacity, speed and safety ETCS system 
should be introduced. On top of that, ETCS can provide provision for inter-operability that can be very helpful to 
provide standards for international telecommunications. ETCS is a modern signaling system that is easy to 
upgrade making it viable as long term solution in the context of the present signaling system.  
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